We introduce DRAIL, a new declarative framework for specifying Deep Relational Models. Our framework separates structural considerations, which express domain knowledge, from the learning architecture to simplify the process of building complex structural models.
Introduction
Building statistical models capable of dealing with realistic problems require making predictions over multiple, often interdependent, variables. In such settings, correctly capturing the dependencies between these variables often takes precedence to the specific algorithm used for estimating the models' parameters. Capturing these dependencies relies on compiling expert knowledge about the problem domain into the statistical model, and in recent years several machine learning systems offering intuitive interfaces for defining the dependencies between predictions were suggested (Domingos et al., 2006; McCallum et al., 2009; Rizzolo and Roth, 2010; Bach et al., 2015; Kordjamshidi et al., 2015) .
On the other hand, end-to-end deep learning methods, which are becoming increasingly popular, take an almost opposite approach. These methods map the complex input object to desired outputs * * Equal contribution. directly, without decomposing the decision process into parts and modeling their dependencies. The recent advances in deep learning allow these methods to successfully learn such mappings over very high dimensional latent features space (Duchi et al., 2011; Srivastava et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014) .
At first glance these two trends seem almost contradictory, as the first highlights the importance of an easy-to-define, interpretable models, and the second focuses on finding complex non-linear mapping from the raw inputs to outputs that are difficult to interpret, and its definition requires considerable technical expertise. However, as we argue in this paper, these two objectives are not at odds, but rather express the specific considerations required at different levels of abstraction. We suggest to break the dependency between the two layers, and present a framework for supporting it, by separating the definition of structural elements and their dependencies from the specific learning architecture used for learning them. In this paper we describe the steps we took towards building a declarative framework for Deep Relational Learning (DRAIL).
DRAIL is a declarative modeling language for defining structured prediction problems, that separates between the modeling layer, which defines the high level dependencies between variables, and the learning layer, which defines the learning architecture that will be used and its parameters. From a modeling perspective, DRAIL is very similar to other declarative languages such as Markov Logic Networks (MLN) (Domingos et al., 2006) and Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) (Bach et al., 2015) , and uses first order logic as a template language for defining factor graph templates, which are instanti-ated from given data.
A DRAIL program is defined over a set of predicates, which can represent either observed values or output predictions. We can define complex dependencies by connecting these predicates using rules of the following form:
In this example, a,b,c are constant symbols, x,y are variables, O(·) is a predicate capturing observed properties of the input, and P(·) is a predicate, representing a predicted property. The first decision rule, captures the mapping between observed properties of an input object and a prediction, while the second rule captures the dependency between two predictions (specifically, it states one output assignment for an input object prevents the assignment of another). Each one of the rule templates is associated with a score, either learned from data, or determined by the user, and the overall decision is made by finding the optimally scored assignments of output values to variables, by performing MAP inference. This flexible framework allows DRAIL to include both soft constraints, which quantify the dependency between different output decisions, and hard constraints, which force these dependencies by manually assigning the rule the highest possible weight.
Once the structural dependencies between the elements of the model are determined using the decision rules, we can turn our attention to learning considerations. From that perspective each rule defines a factor graph template, and using data we learn a scoring function for it. We learn the parameters of the scoring function for each rule using a deep learning architecture, which can be different for each rule, and normalized into a probability distribution, to allow global inference over all competing values. This flexibility is the key difference between DRAIL and other declarative learning frameworks: as it makes no distinction between base classifiers and soft constraints, the scoring function for both can be learned using highly expressive models.
We experimented with two well-known natural language processing structured prediction tasks, Twitter Part-of-Speech tagging (Gimpel et al., 2011) and Entity-Relation extraction (Roth and Yih, 2007) . In section 3 we show how to define these tasks as DRAIL instances, and associate them with learning architectures. In section 4 we explain our inference procedure, converting a DRAIL instance into an Integer Linear program. We explain our learning approach in section 5. In our current experiments we used both Multi-layer Perceptron networks (MLP) and Recurrent Neural networks (RNN). We report our results in section 6.
Related Work
The difficulty of building complex machine learning models over relational data has attracted considerable attention in the machine learning community, and several high level languages for specifying the structure of different graphical models have been suggested. For example, BLOG (Milch et al., 2005) and CHURCH (Goodman et al., 2012) were suggested for generative models, and MLN (Domingos et al., 2006) , PSL (Bach et al., 2015) , FACTO-RIE (McCallum et al., 2009) , and CCM (Rizzolo and Roth, 2010; Kordjamshidi et al., 2015) were suggested for conditional models.
In this paper we look into combining such declarative frameworks with deep learning models. Combining deep learning with structured models was studied by several works, typically in the context of a specific task or a specific inference procedure. These include dependency parsing (Chen and Manning, 2014; Weiss et al., 2015) , transition systems (Andor et al., 2016) named entity recognition and sequence labeling systems (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016) , and models for combining deep learning and graphical models for vision tasks (Zheng et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015) .
DRAIL Modeling Language
The DRAIL modeling language provides a general way to define relational learning problems that are highly structured. A relational model is specified in DRAIL using a set of weighted first-order logic rule templates that describe predictions and express the dependencies and constraints of a specific domain. Each rule is composed of: (1) a template definition written in first order logic, (2) the neural network architecture that will be used to learn the parameters of its scoring function, and (3) the set of feature functions to be extracted. Rules are then compiled into factor graphs, combining both predictions and observed variables. To further illustrate these definitions, we begin our explanation with two concrete examples of NLP applications.
Example 1: Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging This task aims to map each word in a given sentence to its corresponding POS category (e.g., noun, verb, adjective, etc.) . Figure 1 describes an example of a simple model definition for the POS tagging task. Words and their corresponding POS tags have sequential dependencies that can easily be expressed in a declarative way. Our model consists of two rules: the first rule (line 1) conditions the POS tag only on the current word (i.e., similar to an emission feature), and the second rule (line 5) extends the dependency to both the previous word in the sentence and its tag assignment (similar to a transition). In these rules, x is the current word, y is the previous word, z is the POS tag assignment of the previous word, and k is the POS tag of the current word to be predicted. In this example script, both rules are defined as multi-class prediction problems and are associated with Multi-layer neural network architectures (lines 3,7 respectively). We represent each word as a vector using Twitter Glove embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) . We also use a vector representation for the previous POS tag (lines 4,8 respectively).
Example 2: Entity-Relation Extraction Our second example focuses on a simplified version of the relation extraction task (Roth and Yih, 2007; Kordjamshidi et al., 2015) , which identifies named entities and their categories (PER, LOC, ORG) and two types of relations (LIVEIN, WORKFOR) over these entities. In Figure 2 we illustrate the model definition for this task, and write the structural dependencies of the problem using DRAIL. The model consists of three rules: the first rule (line 1) is used for predicting the entity category of a given phrase, and the second and third rules (lines 5 and 9, respectively) describe the two possible relations between pairs of phrases. We force the consistency between the entity and relation prediction types by encoding this knowledge as hard constraints (lines 13-16). 
DRAIL Elements
The elementary units of the model are predicates, which represent relations in the domains. These can be binary relations between two variables (e.g., HasPos(x,z) where a word x has a POS tag z), or unary relations (e.g., Phrase(x)). The predicates can correspond to hidden or observed variables. In the latter case, the data corresponding to each predicate is loaded from raw files into a relational database that can later be automatically queried to instantiate groundings for each rule template. Otherwise, the assignment of predicted values is determined in an inference procedure afterwards.
Each rule template defines a learning problem, which is used to score different assignments to the head of the rule. Rules have the form A ⇒ B, where A (body) constitutes a conjunction of observations and predicted values and B (head) is the information to be predicted. We allow each rule to be defined as either a multi-class, multi-label or a binary learning problem.
The overhead of DRAIL is considerably light, considering the size of the tested data sets. We implemented a compiler to translate formatted rules provided by the user to rule templates speedily. DRAIL then creates a simple in-memory relational database instance by loading raw data, based on the rule templates created. In order to construct the training, validation and testing data sets, DRAIL queries the database to create inputs for models corresponding to designated rule templates. The overhead of DRAIL majorly lies on the database queries process, which can be alleviated by using a more sophisticated database that handles queries efficiently for larger volumes of data. As far as we know, a variety of matured industrialized database systems carry this merit. After the data sets are created, the training procedure will be the same as usual. Hence, we intend to improve this aspect in later formal releases.
We use several neural network architectures to learn a probability distribution over the different output value predictions. Our main idea is to have a model definition that is agnostic of the network architecture used. In this way, the type of network (e.g., MLP, CNN or RNN) as well as other hyperparameters (e.g., the number of layers, the number of hidden units, the learning rate, etc.) can be easily tuned without changing the dependencies between output variables.
To be able to learn from observations, each observed grounding must generate features to feed into the associated neural network. Currently, we provide a basic feature extractor interface for users to extend. Features are programmable in the Python language and there is no limit as to which types of features can be included for a rule. We also provide a set of outof-the-box features that can be directly used, such as word embedding and one-hot vector representations for predicate arguments. Since features are added programmatically, external resources can be easily incorporated.
Finally, const rules define hard constraints over the general problem. These constraints allow the user to inject domain or common-sense knowledge into the prediction problem. For example, in the relation extraction task, the LIVEIN relation can only be predicted between an entity phrase of type PER-SON and an entity phrase of type LOCATION. These constraints do not require any learning, and they can be directly translated into inference constraints.
Inference
Given a specific instance, we assign values to the output variables by running an inference procedure, formulated as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem over rule groundings.
A rule grounding is an instantiation of a rule template. We generate rule grounding by enumerating all possible values for the rule's variables given its domain. For example, the rule template Word(x) ⇒ HasPos(x,y), will be instantiated with each possible part-of-speech tag for each observed word.
We score the rule groundings by associating each template with a neural net. We denote the score of each rule grounding as w i , the weight associated with rule grounding i. These weights are used as coefficients of the corresponding ILP variables in the objective function when performing global inference.
We introduce rule variables r i for each rule grounding i and head variables h j for each different head predicate j (and its negation (h j )) to indicate the activation of the variable. The objective function can then be expressed as arg max
Note that in the objective function, we do not assign any weights to head variables as their values are entirely determined by constraints that ensure consistency.
In order to enforce consistency between variable assignments and dependencies among them, the following five types of constraints are taken into consideration in an ILP formulation. ⇒ HasPos(a,q), where a, b are words and p, q are part-of-speech tags, the constraint r rule ≤ h HasPos(b,p) is needed, as the whole rule is true only when the body is activated.
rule/head constraints One head predicate can be associated with multiple rule grounding variables. Let r i , i ∈ ruleset(j) denote the rule variables associated with the same head variable h j , where ruleset(j) is the set of rule groundings that share the same head predicate j. Activation of any rules in ruleset(j) ensures the activation of the head variable, i.e. h j ≥ r i , ∀i ∈ ruleset(j). On the other hand, the activation of the head variable ensures the activation of at least one of its corresponding rule variables, i.e. h j ≤ i r i .
binary/multi-class/multi-label constraints In many problems, we are facing multi-class or multi-label decisions. DRAIL guarantees this by adding suitable constraints. For instance, in the multi-class case, among all head variables h j (j ∈ decision(d)) on the same entity, only one of them is activated while the others remain inactive, as a decision is made on which class to choose, i.e. j h j = 1. Note that the constraints for binary predicates can be covered by the negation constraints mentioned above.
hard constraints from rule definitions Users can define hard constraints in the rule templates, which usually infuse prior knowledge and thus improve the prediction capacity. Rule groundings of these templates are dealt differently as the activation of such a rule depends on the activation of all body predicates. As an example, a hard constraint for entity-relation extraction problem discussed in this paper is LiveIn(x,y) ⇒ Entity(x, ''Per'').
We used the Gurobi Optimizer (Gurobi Optimization, 2015) to implement the inference module. As in many real world problem settings, the optimization problem based on the ILP formulation is computationally intractable, hence in practice we relax the inference procedure to linear programming (LP) problem by adapting the variable type from binary to continuous, within the range [0, 1].
Learning
Each rule template in a DRAIL model file defines a learning problem, for scoring the mapping of the variables defined in rule body to its head. We designed the rules to include flexible definitions for the representation and architecture used for learning this scoring function.
In the training stage, rule groundings are unfolded from the data, using rule templates. For each rule template, the neural networks map the LHS (left hand side) of a rule to the RHS (right hand side) with some probability, given all possible groundings for the right hand side. This mapping is learned using a deep learning model, which uses a logistic regression on top and the output probability distribution will be used as scores over the multi-class classification problem in an succeeding inference procedure.
One of the main advantages of DRAIL is that the neural network architecture is separate from the structural model. For each deep neural network model, all the hyper-parameters (e.g., the type of neural network, the learning rate, etc.) can be configured and optimized. Consequently we can associate different deep neural network architectures with different rule templates, as suits the sub-problems best. This design not only grants more flexibility when dealing with a structural learning problem, but also enables users to experiment with more feasible choices. For example, in the entity relation classification problem, we can create a LSTM (long-shortterm-memory) model for entity tagging and then a Multi-layer Perceptron model for relation classification. In our experiments we used two different architectures, a Multi-layer Perceptron model and a Recurrent neural network, which are briefly described in the following sections.
MLP (Multi-layer Perceptron)
MLP is a simple yet widely used feed-forward artificial neural network model mapping input data onto a set of appropriate outputs. It contains several layers of nodes as a directed graph. Nodes in each layer are fully connected and an activation function is applied to each node except the input nodes. MLP has been proved to be a useful modeling tool, capable of ap-proximating any function (Cybenko, 1989) , hence it can be directly applied to data that are linearly inseparable. In our experiments we used a simple threelayer MLP that can be formulated as follows:
where the ; operator means concatenation of input vectors, and p s is the feature representation of a hidden variable s. Visually, this model can be illustrated by Figure 3 .
Hidden Layer 
RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks)
It has been repeatedly demonstrated that Recurrent Neural Networks are a good fit for sequence labeling tasks (Elman, 1990; Graves, 2013) . We therefore used it for tackling the POS tagging task. Since our model (see section 3) for the POS task captures the dependency between the previous prediction and the current one, we formulate the RNN to accommodate this prediction task by including the unobserved predicates on the LHS of the rule templates as hidden variables. In order to break the dependency of the hidden predicates and the recurrent information in the model, we concatenated feature representations of the hidden variable with the recurrent representations that entail the history information and feed them to the final softmax layer to yield scores. This can be defined by the following equations:
where p s t is the feature representation of hidden variable s at step t. A graphical demonstration of this model is shown in Figure 4 . Possible future extension of deep neural network models include but are not limited to: LSTM (Long short term memory) model, GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) model, Recursive Neural Network and Attention models. In addition, though our current learning implementation is training local learning models in the training stage combined with global inference in the testing stage, which is analogous to an MEMM model, in future work we plan to extend DRAIL to global learning in the training stage, similar to Conditional Random Fields (CRF).
Experiments
To demonstrate the generalization ability of our system to a variety of NLP tasks, we evaluated DRAIL on two structured prediction problems: Twitter Part of Speech (POS) tagging task (Gimpel et al., 2011) and the Entity-mention-Relation extraction task (Roth and Yih, 2007) .
Part of Speech Tagging for Twitter
To tackle the Twitter POS tagging problem, Gimpel et al. (2011) used a CRF and defined a comprehensive set of features specific to the Twitter domain. We modeled the POS tagging problem in DRAIL as described on section 3 and tested it on the same data. This data set contains 1, 827 tweets (26, 436 tokens) in total, divided in three folds: train, validation and test and it encompasses 25 different tags.
We used different features in our experiments, including pre-trained word embeddings 1 (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) to take advantage of our deep learning system as well as the base features defined by (Gimpel et al., 2011) : a feature type for each word, suffixes of size 1 to 3, capitalization patterns, and features to indicate whether the word contains digits and hyphens.
We built deep neural network models for each template separately and trained them locally using different configurations of the enumerated feature sets. The same set hyper-parameters were used across both models: a MLP model with one hidden layer of 100 hidden units. We used batched stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with batch size 200 to train the models. Additionally, to prevent over fitting, we applied an early-stop paradigm to determine the appropriate number of training epochs by using the validation set. In the prediction stage, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) was used to perform global inference on the test set and decide the POS tag for all words in a sentence. In order to speed up the inference, we relaxed ILP to Linear Program (LP), approximating the {0, 1} variables as a float number within the range [0, 1].
Results Experimental results can be observed in tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the advantage of using deep neural networks over a Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) and the CRF results reported by (Gimpel et al., 2011) . We obtained an improvement of 4.51% and 2.31% respectively, even by training Neural Networks locally, with zero tuning effort and performing global inference only at prediction time. In addition, we defined two models, a local baseline, using only the emission features (i.e., without inference), and a skyline that used the gold previous POS tags (i.e., no inference is required to determine this information). DRAIL's results after global inference got quite close to using the gold dependencies in the same MLP model, missing the skyline by just 0.37%.
One of the main advantages of deep neural networks is the way they can exploit feature embedding. By looking at table 2 we can observe that word embeddings pre-trained on Twitter data help boost the performance of this task considerably. In contrast, the pre-trained word embeddings from Google news negatively impact the results, decreasing the performance drastically. We attribute this result to et al (2014) as Twitter Embedding the linguistic style and language characteristics of tweets, which greatly differ from those of news articles. To confirm this hypothesis, we did a subsequent qualitative analysis and discovered that a great number of twitter tokens are not present in the Google news corpus.
These results provide evidence that training simple MLP models locally, using suitable pre-trained embeddings and applying global inference for prediction, can outperform shallow models with global training procedures, even without additional manual efforts to tune hype-parameters. Furthermore, we extended our deep neural networks model to Recurrent Neural networks in DRAIL, and integrated it with global inference. Due to time limitation, DRAIL is only tested with simple features, while still demonstrating comparable performance on this task.
Model
Feature set Accuracy CRF (Gimpel et al., 2011) 
Entity-Relation Extraction
We used DRAIL to describe a joint model to extract named entities and relations between them. The data set used was created by (Roth and Yih, 2004 We used the model configuration outlined in Figure 2. For the entity classifier, a set of features were extracted from phrases with a window of size 4 around the target including itself. These features include words, word embedding, part-of-speech tags, suffix, prefix, gazetteers and capitalization patterns. For the relation classifier, we included the same set of features mentioned above for both phrases as well as a small list of indicator words additionally, like "live", "native", "employ", and its relative position to the two target phrases. We also used features from the path between two phrases on the dependency parsing tree. A deep neural network model was trained locally for each rule. These networks have one hidden layer and 100 hidden units (300 for relation classifiers). We used stochastic gradient decent with batch size 100 and AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) to adapt the learning rate in training. Softmax probabilities from the neural networks were used as scores in each ILP instance to find the optimal solution.
Results
The results using 5-fold cross-validation are shown in Table 3 . We report the F1 score of the positive class, i.e. F β=1 . To show the modeling capacity and expressiveness of DRAIL, we also tested using 0-order MEMM for local models. For each configuration, we report the result obtained directly from locally trained classifiers, and the results after global inference. As it shows, the deep architecture has a higher impact on the relation extraction problem than on entities, demonstrating its efficacy on difficult decisions. Also, the global inference procedure helps improve the performance on relation extraction significantly. Even without incorporating numerous handcrafted features, the performance of DRAIL is commensurate to or better than previous work, including (Kordjamshidi et al., 2015) and (Roth and Yih, 2007 Table 3 : The F1 of different local models with and without inference on Entity-Relation Extraction task using DRAIL, 5-fold cross validation
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper introduces DRAIL, an open-source 2 declarative framework for defining structural dependencies between probabilistic concepts trained using deep learning models. The experimental results on the Twitter POS tagging problem and the Entitymention-Relation extraction task demonstrate the flexibility of our framework, which can be used for quick prototyping and evaluating the interplay between representation complexity and structural complexity. DRAIL takes advantage of both building dependencies between structures and mapping complex inputs to outputs, resulting in a richer and more flexible hypothesis class, and enriched feature representations at the same time. These merits enhance the prediction ability of DRAIL. Our current work looks into including efficient and effective joint training (CRF Neural Networks) into DRAIL, by taking into account assigning values to all the variables in a global model and back-propagating error to the whole structure simultaneously. A potential advantage is that we can pre-train the models locally, and use global training to boost the performance using the same set of parameters, by only changing the objective function. Our DRAIL framework carries the capacity to incorporate this training paradigm into itself without additional effort.
